December // 19

Dear readers,
Have a cozy end to the year? Not with us! The last issue of “Engelsmann News” has some real highlights for you.
First, we would like to introduce you to our latest, hygienic redesign: the round screen JEL Fix II. The
basics of big bag emptying will bring you our product developer Viktor Quindt. In our last article we will
provide you with a little forecast to 2020.
» JEL Fix Becomes JEL Fix II
» Interview with a Bulk Solids Expert: Basics of Emptying
» A Fresh Start into the New Year
We wish you happy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

JEL Fix Becomes JEL Fix II
Just in time for Christmas, we have polished our popular round screen JEL Fix so that it shines again.
Goal of the revamp: easier cleaning and compliance with hygienic design criteria.
The new stainless frame made from rounds tubes is less susceptible to product deposits and is easy
to clean. The old tenterhooks had to make way for new, more hygienic stainless-steel star grips, and
the seal used is now pluggable and EC 1935/2004 criteria-compliant. The newly available ultrasound
system makes JEL Fix II perfectly suited for fine powder products as well.
Visit our new product website to find out more about the new features of JEL Fix II.

» Recommend article

» More Information

Interview with a Bulk Solids Expert: Basics of Emptying
You want bulk solids to be emptied quickly and, in particular, without residue - quite tricky to do. Pouring is not always without complications. Bridging bulk materials can quite literally get jack-knifed and
obstruct the emptying process, while fine power products may happily raise as dust from the machine
and turn the production site into a winter landscape complete with a dusting of snow.
We asked Engelsmann product developer Viktor Quindt which difficulties typically occur during emptying, how to avoid them, and which trends he is expecting for upcoming years.
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A Fresh Start into the New Year
Next year we will continue to provide you with expert solutions for bulk handling processes. You should
especially keep a close eye on an exciting product launch in the field of big bag handling. If you prefer
to see our equipment live and in action you should not miss our fair presentations in 2020, as we will
be exhibiting at next years‘ POWTECH in Nuremberg as well as the SOLIDS trade fair in Dortmund
and Antwerpen.
Before that, however we at Engelsmann will put our feet up for a bit, as our company will be closed for
a few days starting December 23 so that we can return to work with recharged batteries on January 6.
We would like to wish you and your family a wonderful Christmas with lots of rest, delicious food and
much much coziness. Enjoy the time and have a good start into 2020.
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Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Big bag systems

» Mixing technology

» Bulk handling systems

» Laboratory technology

» Additional products
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